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Power crisis  
FEDERAL Minister for Power Omar Ayub Khan’s admission before a Senate panel that deep-
rooted corruption and inefficiencies were entrenched in the country’s power sector was not a 
revelation. Everyone is aware of how transmission and distribution losses, and increasing power 
theft across the country, are causing the monthly bills of honest consumers to swell and leading 
to growing inter-corporate debt in the supply chain. On top of that, distribution firms are unable 
to recover a hefty amount billed to industrial, commercial and domestic consumers every month. 
The power-sector debt has spiked to almost 3pc of GDP despite a substantial rise in electricity 
prices effected under the previous PML-N government to make up for losses suffered on account 
of system inefficiencies and theft. A report in this newspaper early this year had quoted Pepco 
officials as having told the Public Accounts Committee that distribution companies had lost 
Rs213bn in one year because of line losses. Their stock of receivables from different types of 
government and private consumers has surged close to 2pc of GDP. So the minister was spot on 
when he stated no effort to end blackouts could succeed, even if the floodgates of electricity 
supply were opened. This is exactly what has happened in the last five years. 
Indeed, the previous government successfully ramped up the power-generation capacity. Today, 
we have ‘surplus’ electricity in the system — thanks to huge public, private and Chinese 
investment in coal, gas, solar and wind generation over the last four years — because we are not 
able to use it, although a big chunk of the population still doesn’t have access to power. The 
PML-N’s focus on new generation capacity only exacerbated the crisis because it didn’t invest in 
reducing line losses, plugging theft and fully recovering bills. The dollar-based guaranteed 
returns and (idle) capacity payments to producers have added to the government’s financial woes 
and made electricity unaffordable for industry and domestic consumers. Unsurprisingly, on 
Wednesday, the PTI administration had to defer to Nepra’s demand to increase the price to cut 
losses. The path to a sustainable power sector and affordable electricity lies in politically tough 
decisions, starting with an indiscriminate crackdown on big electricity thieves and defaulters. 
Simultaneously, the state-owned power companies need to be revamped, use of technology 
encouraged and money invested in the distribution network. The government says it is ready to 
take hard decisions. But will it walk the talk? That remains to be seen. 
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